TAG Aviation Maintenance continues to improve MRO productivity
with Quantum Control MRO & Logistics Software
Las Vegas NV, October 22, 2013 – Component Control announced today that longstanding customer TAG
Aviation Maintenance, a leading global provider of maintenance services, is continuing to improve
productivity with Quantum ControlTM as its primary operational software for TAG Aviation SA located at
Geneva Airport, and TAG Farnborough Engineering (TFE) located at TAG Farnborough Airport.

TAG

Aviation SA and TFE are Authorized Service Centers for Dassault, Bombardier and Learjet aircrafts as well
as Honeywell engines.
Jonathan Di Paolo, Maintenance ERP Administrator, TAG Aviation SA, said: “TAG Aviation Maintenance is
known for its exceptional support, engineering and maintenance practices. In order to further increase
operational efficiency for both heavy and line maintenance, we required a comprehensive software system
that would easily integrate with our financial system and maintenance-tracking provider. Quantum has
facilitated these requirements and has continued to perform well.”
TAG Aviation Maintenance also benefits from Quantum’s continuous improvement program driven by global
customer feedback to Component Control.

As new aviation guidelines, regulations or best practices

develop, Quantum users collectively advise on the best improvements for enhancing overall business
efficiencies, which are then provided to all Quantum users.
Quantum ControlTM is a fully integrated business software solution. Developed specifically for Aviation
MRO, manufacturing and logistics organisations, it promotes best practices and improves business
processes with a single database integrated solution that can be flexibly deployed as a dedicated in-house
system, or be hosted via a third-party cloud. Quantum Control's personalized configuration settings provide
individual users with an intuitive interface that improves the bottom line through optimized productivity. As a
powerful, affordable and scalable solution, Quantum ControlTM extends across the supply chain using its
built-in web services fully integrated with www.stockmarket.aero.
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The Quantum Control MRO, Manufacturing and Logistics solution installed in the TAG Aviation Maintenance
facilities operates on a highly scalable and secure OracleTM database and includes a range of logistics and
business modules.
Component Control is showcasing their market leading software, Quantum Control, at NBAA in Las Vegas,
NV, October 22nd to 24th 2013. Visit the team at booth C9826 for more information.
~~ENDS~~
About Component Control
Component Control, based in San Diego, Calif., is a leading developer and provider of MRO, Manufacturing,
and Logistics Software solutions for the aviation industry. Its core product, Quantum Control, provides
advanced aviation management support to original equipment manufacturers, aftermarket service divisions,
component repair and overhaul companies, fixed base operators, aircraft completion centers, airlines, MRO
facilities, and part distribution / redistribution companies. Quantum is installed in over 50 countries and can
be deployed as a single-site or multinational solution.
Stockmarket.aero, also from Component Control, is an online aviation parts trading marketplace giving
users access to a comprehensive search engine that includes parts in stock, MRO capabilities and part
alternatives. StockMarket.aero currently lists over 47 million qualified line items of inventory and capability
from over 2,600 aircraft parts vendors.
In May 2012, Component Control was named winner of the ‘Best IT Software Provider’ category in the
Aircraft Technology Engineering and Maintenance Awards 2012. For more information, please visit
www.componentcontrol.com and www.stockmarket.aero.
About TAG Aviation
Since 1966, TAG Aviation companies have pioneered industry standards in business aviation safety,
operations, services and training. TAG Aviation manages a fleet of around 130 aircraft worldwide, employs
almost 1,000 employees including more than 450 pilots and 400 cabin crew, trains an average of 4,000
aviation professionals each year, has a charter fleet of over 50 aircraft and provides maintenance and
engineering services in six locations (Geneva, Sion, Farnborough, Madrid, Paris and Lomé). TAG Aviation
is a global company that includes TAG Aviation Europe, TAG Aviation Asia in Hong Kong and TAG Aviation
Middle East in Bahrain. TAG Aviation Europe, a TAG Aviation company, offers fully integrated aircraft
management and charter services, maintenance and FBO/handling services as well as an integrated
training centre for crew. The company is headquartered in Geneva, Switzerland and comprises three
operating companies (AOCs) located in Geneva, Madrid and Farnborough (London).
For more information, please visit www.tagaviation.com.
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